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MARKETING INTELLIGENCE REPORT

This report summarizes key research managed and compiled 

by MCCVB.

- EOY 2015-2016 Communications Effectiveness Study-
by Strategic Marketing & Research Inc.

- FY16-17 Visitor Profile Study, Q1 Wave –
by Destination Analysts 



EOY 2015-2016 July Communication 

Effectiveness Study



BACKGROUND & OBJECTIVES
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In 2015-16, the Monterey County Convention & Visitors Bureau (MCCVB) 
continued the “Grab Life by the Moments” brand and advertising effort 
begun in fall 2013. The campaign targets leisure travelers in drive and 
direct-flight (regional) markets. The creative is designed to compel travelers 
to make the most of a getaway/vacation by taking advantage of the unique 
experiences found in Monterey County. 

To measure the success of the seasonal efforts, MCCVB partnered with 
Strategic Marketing & Research Insights (SMARInsights) to conduct a 
baseline measure in April 2013, with subsequent measures every six 
months. 

MCCVB launched new spring ads in FY15/16 Q3-Q4. The following report 
details the findings related to this fall advertising with comparisons to 
previous waves. 

• The specific objectives of this research are to:

 Review the results relative to established benchmarks;

 Assess audience reaction to the creative elements;

 Evaluate the impact of the advertising campaign on generating Monterey travel;

 Review visitor/trip specifics and related marketing implications;

 Estimate ad-influenced travel and associated travel revenue;

 Quantify additional impact from the PR efforts; and

 Provide conclusions and recommendations to guide MCCVB’s marketing efforts.

Date Research Wave

April 2013 Pre-Brand Launch

Dec. 2013 FY13/14 Midyear

June 2014 FY13/14 End of Year

Dec. 2014 FY14/15 Midyear

June 2015 FY14/15 End of Year

Dec. 2015 FY15/16 Midyear

June 2016 FY15/16 End of Year



MEDIA & CAMPAIGN SPENDING

● MCCVB launched new digital, print, and social 
media ads in spring of FY15/16, along with native 
ads.

● MCCVB has continued to reduce regional media 
spending year over year while national has 
remained fairly consistent. While spring spending 
was initially heavier than fall, MCCVB has 
balanced the two seasonal campaigns as of this 
fiscal year. 

● With this wave of research, measurement of 
traditional print and digital media awareness and 
impact was augmented with native advertising 
and an expanded PR measure. The current ads 
used in the survey can be found in the Appendix 
of this report. 
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FY13/14 FY14/15 FY15/16

National Regional Total National Regional Total National Regional Total

Q1 (July-Sept.) $0 $45,758 $45,758 $50,624 $177,005 $227,629 $    72,250 $  119,696 $  191,946 

Q2 (Oct.-Dec.) $61,819 $326,247 $388,066 $71,347 $124,339 $195,686 $    81,250 $  105,038 $  186,288 

Q1-Q2 Total $61,819 $372,005 $433,824 $121,971 $301,344 $423,315 $  153,500 $  224,734 $  378,234 

Q3 (Jan.-March) $52,888 $295,521 $348,409 $71,965 $163,368 $235,333 $    57,750 $  111,266 $  169,016 

Q4 (April-June) $137,847 $473,921 $611,768 $25,085 $81,660 $106,745 $    52,750 $  127,150 $  179,900 

Q3-Q4 Total $190,735 $769,442 $960,177 $97,050 $245,028 $342,078 $  110,500 $  238,416 $  348,916 

FY Total $252,554 $1,141,447 $1,394,001 $219,021 $546,372 $765,393 $  264,000 $  463,150 $  727,150 

$1,394

$765
$727

$1,141

$546 $463

$253

$219
$264

FY13/14 FY14/15 FY15/16

FY Media Spending ($000)

Total

Regional

National



METHODOLOGY

● Advertising/communication impact is assessed by 
measuring the differences in perceptions and behaviors 
between those who have been exposed to the various 
marketing channels and those who have not.  

● The survey is administered online so that respondents can 
see and hear the marketing materials, resulting in a 
representative awareness assessment. 

● This current research wave’s data was collected in June 
2016.

● A total of 1,261 interviews were completed in the target 
markets of interest. 

● The sample size was larger in the nearby markets, where 
resources were concentrated. The nearby and direct flight 
markets are referred to as “regional markets.”  Again, the 
research focuses on the advertising impact in these 
markets. 

● Upon completion of data collection, a dataset was 
compiled, cleaned, and coded for analysis. 

● The following is a summary of the study’s key findings.
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Regional 

Markets

Market
Completed 

Surveys

San Francisco 252

Sacramento 251

Los Angeles 126

San Diego 129

Remaining CA 128

Fly markets –

Phoenix/Vegas
127

Remaining National 248

Total 1,261



Insights
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INSIGHTS

• The spring paid advertising reached a third (33%) of the regional target audience in FY15/16. 

MCCVB spent $0.10 to reach a regional target household. SMARInsights’ benchmark for a similar 

campaign is $0.35. 

• With the addition of native advertising, spring campaign awareness level reaches 38%. The native 

advertising also contributed to substantially higher creative ratings for the spring campaign, 

particularly for making Monterey County seem like a desirable place to visit and showing the 

variety of sites and activities it offers. The additional information and newsy tone of the native ads 

appears to reach and resonate with travelers. The content related to trip itineraries seems to break 

through most among regional travelers.

• The paid advertising is also generating Monterey travel. In FY15/16, nearly 110,000 overnight 

Monterey trips and $116 million in visitor spending are attributable to the spring advertising. 

Influenced spring trips outnumber fall trips, and there is likely a seasonality factor, with heavier 

family travel in spring. 

• The spring campaign surpassed the scorecard measure relating to generating interest in Monterey 

travel, as measured by both the brand measure (which is at 4.1 among ad-aware travelers) and 

visit intent (which is at 38% among ad-aware travelers).

• In general, the long-term campaign with its seasonal refresh and consistent look and feel has 

contributed to strong awareness and impact. However, there are some aspects of the campaign to 

be considered. In particular, the shift away from print ads – which reach a much wider audience 

and, notably, present the destination to those who may not be considering it – toward digital 

means that the ads are more likely to be presented to those who are already interested in 

Monterey. 

• Ad/PR overlap is at an all-time high. Incorporating the full paid advertising campaign (including 

native) and PR, over half of Millennial and GenX regional travelers are aware of MCCVB’s spring 

marketing messaging. 
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BRAND GOAL MEASURE REMAINS UP FROM BASELINE (AT 

GOAL), AND HAS REMAINED STABLE THROUGHOUT THE 

CURRENT FY
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Baseline = 3.8

The brand goal measure is the mean Monterey rating for amazing scenery, charming and weekend getaway 

destination.

Goal = 4.1

3.8

4.1 4.1 4.1

4.0

4.1 4.1

FY12/13
Baseline

FY13/14
Midyear

FY13/14
End of Year

FY14/15
Midyear

FY14/15
End of Year

FY15/16
Midyear

FY15/16
End of Year

Brand Goal Measure



A THIRD OF THE REGIONAL AUDIENCE 

IS AWARE OF MCCVB SPRING ADVERTISING
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• At 33%, spring ad awareness is on par with the previous end-of-year measure. While 

the ads are new, the campaign’s look and feel are consistent with prior ads, which 

likely is contributing to the growing awareness despite somewhat consistent 

spending.

25%
25%

21%

31%

21%

33%

$372,005

$769,442

$301,344
$245,028 $224,734 $238,416

FY13/14
Midyear

FY13/14
End of Year

FY14/15
Midyear

FY14/15
End of Year

FY15/16
Midyear

FY15/16
End of Year

Total Campaign Awareness & Spending

Total Awareness Media Spending

Spending figures are revised from prior reporting to show only spending for current (rather than cumulative) reporting 

periods.



MCCVB SPENT $0.06 TO REACH A REGIONAL TARGET 

HOUSEHOLD WITH THE SPRING ADVERTISING WAVE

• The spring campaign was nearly as efficient as the FY14/15 spring campaign, and 

much lower than SMARInsights’ benchmark of $0.35 for similar campaigns (CVB, 

spot market, no TV).

• As the campaign matures and wears in with travelers, we expect awareness to grow. 

And although the ads are refreshed with each seasonal campaign, increasing 

efficiency is a benefit of a consistent look to the campaign over time.
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FY13/14

Midyear

FY13/14

End of Year

FY14/15

Midyear

FY14/15 

End of Year

FY15/16 

Midyear

FY15/16 

End of Year

Awareness 25% 25% 21% 31% 21% 33%

Aware HHs 3.5M 3.5M 2.8M 4.5M 3.0M 3.8M

Media spend $372,005 $769,442 $301,344 $245,028 $224,734 $238,416 

Cost per Aware 

HH
$0.11 $0.22 $0.11 $0.05 $0.07 $0.06 

Spending figures are revised from prior reporting to show only spending for current (rather than cumulative) reporting 

periods.



SPRING ADVERTISING BUILDS ON THE FALL, 

DRIVING FAMILIARITY AND INTEREST IN VISITING
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Goal = 4.1• Those aware of the ads are more 

familiar with Monterey and more 

likely to visit than are those who are 

not aware of the ads. 

• In terms of visit intent, the spring 

campaign builds on the fall impacts, 

and those aware of the spring 

campaign exceeded the 32% visit 

intent goal.

4.06 4.06

4.21

4.17

Midyear End of Year

Campaign Impact on Brand Goal Measure

Unaware Aware

17%

26%

31%

38%

Midyear End of Year

Campaign Impact on Visit Intent

Goal = 32%



MORE THAN 100,000 OVERNIGHT MONTEREY TRIPS FROM 

THE REGIONAL MARKETS ARE ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE 

ADVERTISING
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• These visitors spent $1,060 on average while in Monterey, almost identical to last 

spring’s trip spend.

• Generally, spending on attractions and shopping are up, while other categories are 

consistent or lower than prior measures.

Total Regional, FY15/16

Traveling HHs 14,446,391

Awareness 33%

Aware HHs 4,829,515

Incremental Travel % 2.9%

Incremental Traveling HHs 137,986

Overnight % 80%

Incremental Overnights 109,908

Average FY15/16 Monterey Trip Spending

Lodging/accommodations $ 353 

Meals/food/groceries $ 202 

Attractions $  133 

Shopping $  139 

Entertainment $  36 

Transportation $ 158 

Other $  39

Total $ 1,060 



FY15/16 SPRING ROI IS $489, 45% HIGHER THAN MIDYEAR, 

WITH JUST 6% HIGHER MEDIA SPENDING
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Total Regional
FY13/14 FY14/15 FY15/16

Midyear End of Year Midyear End of Year Midyear End of Year

Incremental Overnight 

Traveling HHs
67,315 187,160 93,263 120,195 73,257 109,908

Average Trip 

Spending
$1,119 $1,111 $1,038 $1,059 $1,036 $1,060 

Economic Impact $75,325,738 $216,258,111 $96,786,586 $127,290,675 $75,868,365 $116,502,719 

Media Spend $372,005 $769,442 $301,344 $245,028 $224,734 $238,416 

ROI $202 $281 $321 $519 $338 $489 

• Higher awareness and higher trip spending, coupled with lower media spending, led 

to a higher ROI in spring compared to last fall. 

• The data indicate that visitation and visitor spending are generally higher in spring 

than in fall. But MCCVB’s more level seasonal spending appears to be keeping the 

destination in consideration sets and contributing to subsequent travel measures. 

With a consistent presence in travelers’ minds throughout the year, MCCVB is able to 

achieve positive results more efficiently.



FY15/16 ROI CONSTANT DESPITE 15% LESS 

SPEND

• One challenge MCCVB faces is balancing spring and fall advertising spends, to maximize impacts on 

visit intent and visitation. As discussed, one of the advantages of retargeted digital advertising is that it 

reaches those already considering Monterey County as a destination, and its impacts can include length 

of stay, spending within the destination, engagement with communities and attractions in the county, etc. 

However, other marketing tools such as PR, print, and broadcast media can be more effective at 

reaching those who may not already be considering a Monterey County visit.

• Looking at the past fiscal years in totality, the decline in incremental trips year over year may be due to 

the decreasing impact of paid advertising as MCCVB shifts to a more PR-focused strategy, as paid ads 

largely reach those who are already familiar with and researching the destination. More directly, however, 

incremental trips follow spending. Higher ad spending is likely to generate additional travel.

• The table below shows the fall and spring campaign results added for a total fiscal year impact. 

FY15/16’s successes are due to increased awareness and lower spending on paid advertising, which is 

now spread more evenly throughout the year.
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Regional ROI FY13/14 FY14/15 FY15/16

Incremental Overnight Traveling 

HHs
254,475 213,458 183,165

Economic Impact $291,583,849 $224,077,261 $192,371,084 

Media Spend $1,141,447 $546,372 $463,150 

ROI $255 $410 $415 



FY15/16 PAID ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN 

GENERATED MORE THAN 300,000 ROOM NIGHTS
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Total Regional FY13/14 FY14/15 FY15/16

Incremental overnight

traveling HHs
254,475 213,458 183,165 

% staying in paid 

accommodations
85% 83% 78%

Incremental trips staying in 

paid accommodations
216,304 177,526 141,996 

Avg. # nights on trip 1.4 3.1 2.2

Ad-influenced room nights 306,513 553,720 312,107 

• The lower incidence of hotel/motel stays is a limiting factor, and homesharing/airbnb 

is a factor in that. For the sake of consistent comparison, paid accommodations are 

defined as hotel/motel, inn/B&B, or resorts. However, for the current period, including 

homesharing in this definition increases the share of Monterey County paid lodging 

stays to 88% and accounts for an additional 35,000 room nights.



EARNED MEDIA & NON-TRADITIONAL PAID MEDIA

• In addition to the print, digital, and social advertising this research typically measures 

and uses to calculate economic impact and ROI, MCCVB has expanded its 

campaign to include native advertising and a more robust earned media (public 

relations) effort. 

• As illustrated below, these types of marketing can be blurred in the minds of 

consumers so understanding their impacts can be challenging. It is for this reason 

that this report looks at them independently of traditional paid media.
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Native ads (paid media) News coverage (earned media)



NATIVE ADS ACHIEVED SIMILAR AWARENESS 

AS DIGITAL AND SOCIAL

• This research represents the first time native ads have been tested.  

• For the sake of comparability with prior measures, the 33% overall awareness 

reported previously and used for ROI calculations measure omits native ads. 

• However, including all forms of paid media, 38% of regional travelers are aware of 

MCCVB messaging.
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31%

28% 27%

7%

38%

Digital banners Native Social Print Any Paid

Paid Ad Awareness by Medium



PAID ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN, INCLUDING 

NATIVE ADS, RECEIVES EXCELLENT RATINGS

• Directionally the ratings are in line with the fall measure, but they are now much more 

positive, particularly for portraying Monterey County as a desirable destination and 

showing the array of sights and activities the destination offers.

• The chief difference between the mid-year and year-end measures are that native 

ads were included in the most recent measure. The additional information offered and 

authoritative pseudo-news tone of the native ads clearly balance the campaign’s 

image-rich digital and print ads.

3.64

3.68

3.78

3.84

4.23

4.25

Portray Monterey County as a nearby destination

Make me want to go to the website and learn more about the
destination and the packages/deals offered

Make me want to get more information on Monterey County

Make me more interested in visiting Monterey County

Show that there is a wide variety of sights & activities in Monterey
County

Portray Monterey County as a desirable destination

These ads…
Excellent 

(top 10%)

Good

(top 25%)Average FY15/16 

Midyear

3.93

3.88

3.35

3.33



PR AWARENESS IS AT ITS HIGHEST LEVEL TO DATE 

• In prior research, PR awareness was measured 

by asking unaided recall of any news stories, 

articles, or feature stories about Monterey 

County or its communities, with a subsequent 

drill-down by topic. This unaided recall for this 

wave is at 29%.

• With this wave of research, however, a measure 

of aided awareness of articles (represented by 

screen captures of online coverage and images 

of print stories) was added. That level of 

awareness is at 25% of regional travelers. 

• Together, the total share of travelers with aided 

or unaided awareness of MCCVB PR is 39%, 

which is higher than awareness of traditional paid 

advertising. 

• Looking at the overlap of PR and paid advertising 

using the traditional definitions, total awareness 

of MCCVB marketing is 45%. Whereas including 

all paid advertising (digital, print, social, native) 

and both unaided and aided PR recall, brings 

total awareness to 51%.
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Traditional 

measure of 

PR

18%
27%

11%

11%
16%

13%

55%
49%

Traditional All-inclusive

Ad/PR Overlap

Unaware

Ads

PR

Both

29%
25%

39%

Unaided PR Aided PR Any PR

PR Awareness



MCCVB’S PR CAMPAIGN REACHED 

MORE THAN A QUARTER OF REGIONAL TRAVELERS

• For the sake of comparability to prior measures, the chart below uses the 

traditional definition with unaided PR recall. Ad/PR overlap is at an all-time high 

at 18%.

• Generating ad/PR overlap is important, as we generally see greater impact 

among those who have seen both. 

11% 12% 12% 12% 9%
18%

12%
17%

11% 10% 13%

11%

14%
12%

9%
19%

12%

16%

63% 59%
67%

59%
66%

55%

FY13/14 Midyear FY13/14 End of Year FY14/15 Midyear FY14/15 End of Year FY15/16 Midyear FY15/16 End of Year

Regional Ad & PR Awareness

Unaware

Ads only

PR only

Ads & PR

Total 

PR = 23%
Total 

PR = 22%

Total 

PR = 22%

Total 

PR = 

29%

Total 

PR = 

23%

Total 

PR = 

29%



AWARENESS OF INDIVIDUAL EARNED MEDIA AND NATIVE 

ADS IS SIMILAR, WITH TRAVEL ITINERARIES THE MOST 

RECALLED AMONG BOTH TYPES OF MEDIA
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• Besides the list of article topics 

and headlines we typically 

measure, with this wave of 

research we also asked 

travelers whether they recalled 

native ads and earned media 

by showing them screen grabs 

of online content. 

• As the results shown here 

illustrate, awareness levels are 

similar for individual articles.

• Awareness of any native ads 

is 28%, while 25% are aware 

of at least one earned media 

topic.

5%

5%

6%

7%

7%

8%

8%

8%

8%

8%

9%

10%

10%

12%

12%

14%

4 Inland Destinations

Jet from Super Bowl 50

13 Ways To Ruin Your Diet

Food Lovers Guide

Secret Tips for MC's Most Popular…

"Autumn Up" Like a MC Local

Excitement of Monterey County

Top 11 Must-Sees in MC

Where to Shop

The Ultimate Monterey Coast Road Trip

7 Most Photogenic Cities

Mapping the River Road Wine Trail

Active Adventures Await

Farm to Table

Travel Zoo

Three Perfect Days: The California Coast

Awareness of Native & Earned Media 
Pieces

Native Ads

Earned 

Media/PR



WHILE AD/PR OVERLAP IS GREATEST AMONG 

MILLENNIALS, OVERALL REACH OF THE CAMPAIGN IS 

HIGHEST AMONG GENXERS
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• Using the broader array of marketing materials, including native ads and aided recall of 

earned media, more than half of Millennial and GenX regional travelers are aware of the 

campaign.

• The 53% awareness among Millennials is the same as at the end of the FY14/15 spring 

campaign.

9%
13% 15%

7%

7%

12%
14%

13%

37%

33%
18%

13%

Millennials (18-33) Gen X (34-49) Boomers (50-68) Silent (69+)

Awareness of All Ads/PR by Generation

Ads only PR only Ads & PR

53%

48%

33%

58%



THE TOP MOTIVATORS OF MONTEREY TRAVEL 

CONTINUE TO BE THE AQUARIUM AND GENERAL 

SIGHTSEEING
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1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

3%

3%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

8%

8%

9%

11%

14%

16%

23%

36%

My Museum

Elkhorn Slough

Pacific Grove Museum of Natural History

Monterey County Agricultural & Rural Life…

Museum of Monterey

National Steinbeck Center

Wild Things

Large scale special event or festival

Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca

Monarch Grove Sanctuary

Tours, attractions or concerts

Carmel Mission

Point Lobos

Visiting a spa

Monterey Bay tour

Golfing

Visited Carmel Valley

Wineries/wine tasting

Dining at a unique restaurant

Shopping

Outdoor adventure activities

Cannery Row

17 Mile Drive

Fisherman’s Wharf

Scenic sightseeing

Monterey Bay Aquarium

Major Influencers of Monterey Travel

3%

9%

9%

12%

12%

15%

18%

22%

23%

24%

26%

31%

37%

60%

World-class golf

World-class resorts

Wineries and wine
experiences

Intimate inns and romantic
experiences

Opportunity to see and learn
about marine environment…

Fun nightlife

Shopping

Outdoor adventure
opportunities

A lot of culture and history

Attractions for kids and the
family

Amazing food and wine
options

National parks and other
outdoor options

Opportunity to enjoy beaches
and the ocean

Beautiful scenery

General Travel Motivators



SPRING TRAVEL PARTY COMPOSITION INCLUDES 

MORE FAMILIES, WHILE COUPLES WERE THE 

MAJORITY OF VISITORS IN FALL 

• While this shift in travel party composition appears seasonal, a review of prior 

measures indicates that family travel is fairly consistently between 20-30% of visitors. 

Couple travel fluctuation does not follow a seasonal pattern either. This bears 

monitoring, as it may be impacted by advertising messaging, but could also be due to 

external factors such as weather or marketing activities undertaken by destinations 

within the county.
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56%

43%

22%

31%

9%

12%

7%

7%

1%

1%

5%

5%

Fall (Q1-2)

Spring (Q3-4)

Monterey Travel Party

Couple Family traveling with children Extended family Women-only trip Men-only trip Other



RELAXATION AND REJUVENATION TOP COUPLES’ 

GETAWAY MOTIVATORS, WHILE ENRICHMENT IS 

KEY FOR FAMILIES
• Overall, the average length of stay for spring visits is 2.3 nights. Extended family and women-only trips tend to be 

slightly longer.

• This research asked travelers to rate six different types of experiences in terms of how important they are when 

choosing a destination for a getaway weekend. Among couples and groups of women, relaxation and rejuvenation 

is the most important experience.

• Family travelers’ top experience is enrichment/learning, but these travelers are notable for wanting a lot of 

experiences – in fact, more than a third of family travelers want enrichment, relaxation, and thrills.

• Not surprisingly, extended family travel is about connecting with one another.
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50%

12%

18%

12%

22%
26%

38%

24%

29%

35%

28%

39%38%

14%

43%

25%

13%

25%

60%

0%

20%
25%

20% 20%

Relaxation and
rejuvenation

Being amazed by the
sites or experiences

Connection with family
or friends

Thrills and excitement A place to be
pampered

Enrichment or learning

Getaway Experience Rated "Very Important" by Monterey Visitors

Couple Family traveling with children Extended family Women-only trip

Length of Stay

Couple 2.3

Family traveling 

with children
2.2

Extended family 2.8

Women-only trip 3.0



Visitor Profile Study, Q1 Wave
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Detailed Findings



PRIMARY REASON FOR A MONTEREY COUNTY 

TRIP



PLACE OF STAY



PAID LODGING GUESTS: NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN 

HOTEL ROOMS



TRAVEL PARTY COMPARISON



DAYS IN MONTEREY COUNTY



NIGHTS IN MONTEREY COUNTY
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METHOD OF ARRIVAL
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SPENDING PER DAY, PER TRAVEL PARTY
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ATTRACTIONS VISITED



MONTEREY COUNTY AREAS VISITED



RESOURCES USED BEFORE ARRIVAL



RESOURCES USED IN-MARKET



MOST LIKED ASPECTS OF MONTEREY COUNTY



FEELING IN MONTEREY COUNTY



RETURN TO MONTEREY COUNTY



OTHER DESTINATIONS CONSIDERED
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POINT OF ORIGIN: COUNTY (BAR AREA 

REGION)




